[Biological characteristics of HIV-1 isolates circulating in China are linked to its env V3 loop sequence variability].
To investigate the biological characteristics of the HIV-1 isolates circulating in China and to define the association of these properties with env V3 loop sequence variability. Primary viruses were isolated from fresh peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) using the traditional co-culture method and their capacity of inducing syncytium was tested in MT-2 cells; meanwhile, their coreceptor usage was determined with GHOST-cell lines which stably express CD4 and the chemokine receptor CCR5 or CXCR4. Furthermore, HIV-1 V3 and its flanking region sequences were amplified by nest-polymerase chain reaction (nest-PCR) and sequenced. A GCG software was used to translate the DNA sequences into polypeptide sequences. Five primary viral strains were isolated from 3 different regions in China. The isolates LTG0213 and LTG0214 induced syncytia in MT-2 cells and used CXCR4 as coreceptor. The isolates XJN0021, XJN0091, and SHXDC0041 did not induce syncytia and used CCR5 as coreceptor. There were obvious differences between X4/SI and R5/NSI viruses in env V3 loop sequences. A consensus motif at the positions 8, 11, 18, and 25 in V3 loop was identified as follows: a sequence as "8-TXXS/GXXXXXXR/QXXXXXXE/D-25" will predict the usage of CCR5 coreceptor; a sequence replacing these positions with basic amino acids (except position 25) will very likely predict the usage of CXCR4 coreceptor. The biological characteristics of HIV isolates are linked to env V3 loop sequence variability: introducing basic amino acids (or translating from acidic amino acids into neutral amino acids) at the positions 8, 11, 18, and 25 in V3 loop will change viral strain's biological phenotype from NSI/CCR5 to SI/CXCR4. The biological phenotype of HIV-1 can be predicted with V3 loop sequence analysis.